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LOWER BOUNDS
ON THE COMPLEXITY
OF REAL-TIME BRANCHING PROGRAMS (*)
by Klaus KRIEGEL (*) and Stephan WAACK (*)
Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. — A (2 m)" /24 lower bound is given for the real-time décision graph complexity of the
Dyck language D *. Furthermore, a 2n/4*Jower bound for the real-time branching program complexity of an encoding of the Dyck language DJ is proved. Previously known similar lower bounds are
2 e ", c « 10" 1 3 , for one-time-only branching programs (a less powerful model), and 2 nt V 5) for realtime branching programs.
Résumé. - Dans cet article, nous montrons que le nombre de nœuds d'un arbre de décision en
temps réel pour le langage de Dyck D* est borné inférieurement par (2m)" /24 . On donne également
une borne inférieure en 2" /48 pour la complexité des programmes temps réel pour un codage du
langage de Dyck D*- Les bornes précédemment connues étaient en 2 e " avec c « 1 0 ~ 1 3 pour les
programmes à un seul branchement (un modèle moins puissant) et en 2 n (Vn) pour les programmes à
branchements temps réel.

1. INTRODUCTION

A H-decision graph T, for S a finite alphabet, is a directed acyclic graph
with the following properties:
— it has exactly one source, i. e. vertex with indegree 0;
— every vertex has outdegree 0 or | S |;
— sinks, i. e. vertices with outdegree 0, are labelled 0 or 1;

(*) Received in July 1986, revised in August 1987.
(*) Karl-WeierstraP-Institut für Mathematik der Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR,
DDR 1086 Berlin, Mohrenstr. 39, Postfach 1304.
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— branching vertices, i. e. vertices with outdegree | X | are labelled i, for
some l ^ i ^ n , and the | E | outgoing edges are labelled with the éléments of
E, where each a e E occurs exactly once.
To every word w1w2. ..w n = weXn there corresponds a unique path pw
leading from the source to a sink (at a branching vertex labelled i it chooses
the edge labelled v^eE). The décision graph T décides a set L (n) eS n iff for
every ivel" the sink at the end of the pathp w is labelled L(M)(w). [Throughout
this work we make no différence between L(n) and its characteristic function
denoted by Lin\ too.] The size of a décision graph T, which we dénote by
SIZE(T), is the number of branching vertices of T.
A décision graph is said to the real-time, if for every w the length of pw is
less than or equal to n.
A {0,1 }-decision graph is called a branching program. Branching programs
compute Boolean functions. They have been studied more extensively than
décision graphs over a larger alphabet, although the latter ones are more
adapted in many cases. However, the différence is not important.
The logarithm of the size of a smallest décision graph deciding a language
is a lower bound on space requirement for any reasonable sequential model
of computation.
Nonlinear lower bounds (Q(n2/log2 «)) have already been given by Nechiporuk [7] (in the more gênerai framework of contact schemes). In order to
obtain larger lower bounds, bounded width branching programs have been
studied in Borodin-Dolev-Fich-Paul [2], Chandra-Furst-Lipton [4], Pudlak
[8] and Yao [11]. Another restricted model is the one-time-only branching
program studied by Wegener [10], Zak [12], Dunne [5] and Ajtai et al [1]. It
imposes the constraint that any computation path may examine every input
letter at most once. Wegener, Zak and Dunne have given 2° (vn) lower bounds,
whereas in [1] a 2cn lower bound has been proved, for c^lO" 1 3 . The Boolean
functions studied in these works are determined by graph properties. The
property given by Hajnal, Szemeredi and Turan in [1] is "G has an even
number of triangles".
Clearly, the real-time model is more powerful than the one-time-only
model. Again Zak [13] has proved a 2fl(Vw) lower bound. In this paper we
study the real-time décision graph complexity of the Dyck languages D*. In
view of the well-known Chomsky-Schützenberger Theorem, they are very
interesting context-free languages. It is known that the membership problem
for the Dyck language D* is identical with the word problem of the free
group on m distinct generators.
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Comparing the Dyck language D* with the graph property in [1] from the
complexity point of view, we have:
(a) "G has an even number of triangles" as well as D* (see [6]) can be
decided within logspace;
(b) D* can be decided in realtime, whereas this is not clear for "G has an
even number of triangles".
In section 2 we give several définitions from the theory of partially ordered
sets. We make use of them in section 3, where a gênerai lower bound for
real-time décision graphs is derived. This result is applied in section 4 to
prove (2m)n/24 lower bounds for real-time décision graphs of the Dyck
languages D*. Finally, in section 5 we encode D% and show a 2 n/48 lower
bound for real-time branching programs. As we are only interested in some
basic grouptheoretic properties of D*, we shall consider D* to be the word
problem of the free group of rank m.

2. PRELIMINARIES

A subset of a partially ordered set (poset) P is descending iff xeS and
y^x imply y e S. An ascending subset of P is just a descending subset of the
dual poset P* obtained by reversing the order relation. If S is any subset of
P5 then
CÏP(S): = {x\3yeS:x^y}

(resp. UP(S): = {x\3yeS:x^y})

is the smallest descending (resp. ascending) subset of P containing S. C\P(S)
is often called the closure of S in P.
A chain C is a totally ordered subset of P. A subset Q of P is said to be a
cutset iff C ^ P, C maximal chain, implies Q O C ^ 0 .
The product P x Q of partially ordered sets P and Q is the set of all ordered
pairs (p,q), where peP and qeQ, endowed with the order (p,q)i^(r,s)
whenever p^r and g ^ s . The least upper bound (p,q) v (r,s) exists iff both
p v r and q v s exist. If they exist, then (p, q) v (r,s) — (p v r,q v s). The
dual assertion for the greatest lower bound also holds.
The product (f, g) of order-preserving maps f:P->P' and g : Q -> Q' is the
map P x g ^ F x g ' which assings to each pair (p,q) the pair (f(p\g(q))Clearly, (ƒ, g) is order preserving.
In line with [3] let us introducé the partially ordered set Cond (2n) where
S is a finite alphabet. The éléments of Cond (2"), the so called conditions,
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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are all partial maps from { 1, . . ., n } into 2 including the empty condition Ô
which is defined nowhere. Condition ct is a subcondition of condition c2 (we
write cx ^c2) iff the graph of cx is contained in the graph of c2. The graph of
a condition c is defined to be graph (c): = {(i, a) | i e dom c and c (i) = o }> where
dom c = {i | c (f) is defined }.
It is very easy to check that Cond (E") is the poset of faces of a simplicial
complex. First this means that two conditions cx and c2 have a greatest lower
bound cx A c2. We remark that graph (cx A c2) = graph(c 1 )n graph (c2).
Secondly each segment [0,c] = {c/\0^c/^c}
is isomorphic to the Boolean
algebra of all subsets of graph (c). Consequently, if c'e[0, c], then there is
the complement c — c' of c' in c.
The maximal éléments of Cond(SB) are the ordinary words of length n
over S, i. e. the éléments of 2". We extend the natural length function for
words to a rank function r of the entire poset defining
r (c) : = | dom c\ = \ graph (c) |
for any condition c. Then, of course, the empty condition Ô has rank 0, all
atomic conditions (i. e., all conditions covering the empty condition) have
rank 1, all maximal conditions (i. e., all words of length n) are of rank n.
If two conditions cx and c2 have an upper bound, then they are called
compatible. In that case they have a least upper bound cx v c2. Obviously
graph (cx v c2) = graph ( c j U graph (c2) holds.
We call a condition c a pièce iff the domain of c is a segment
[ij] £ { 1,2, . . ., n }. If c e Cond (En) is a pièce, dom c = [ij], then we associate
with c a word w c e S j " i + 1 by wc(fc) = c(fc + î — 1). Condition c'f^c is said to
be a />ar£ of condition c iff c' is a maximal element of {c"|c"^c, c" is a
pièce}. Clearly every condition is the least upper bound of its parts.
For n, m ^ 15 there is a natural order-preserving isomorphism
Cond(S")xCond (Sm) -» Cond(S n+m ). If we dénote by cxc2 the image of
(c1,c2) under this map, then dom c1c2 = domc1 U({fl} + domc2), and

provided that l'edom cxc2.
Let T be a S-decision graph. We assign to each edge e leading from vertex
vx to vertex v2 an element (i, a) e { 1,2, . . ., n } x Z where i is the label of v1
and a is the label of e itself. Extending this assignment each path p in T is
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mapped onto a subset c (p) of {1,2, . . ., n} x E. A path p is called a computation path iff p starts at the source and c (p) is the graph of a condition. It is
plain that if p is a computation path, if w e E", and if c (p) ^ w, then the path
7?w along which the word is computed (see introduction) contains p as a
prefix, i. e. as an initial subpath. In particular, we have that c (pw) = w.

3. GENERAL LOWER BOUNDS

Let L(n) be a nonempty subset of E". The following three définitions are
slight modifications of those occuring in [9], [10], respectively.
L(w) is called k-sensitive if for every condition c of rank k — 1 there are
words w ^ c and w2^c such that w1eLin) and w24L(n). A word weL(n) is
said to be critical iff all other words v/eE" with r(w A w')=n~ 1 do not
belong to L(w).
The language L(n) is called critical iff all of its éléments are critical.
1: If T is a real-time H-decision graph which décides L(n\ and if a
word weL is critical, then the computation path in T corresponding to w
examines each input exactly once.
LEMMA

in)

Proof: Let p be the path corresponding to w. Assume that there is an input
which is not examined exactly once. We shall dérive a contradiction. Since T
is real-time, r(c(p))<^n— 1. As w is critical, there is a word w' with w'^c(p)
and w'$L{n\ Contradiction to the fact, that p is also computation path
corresponding to w'. •
2: (i) If T is a ^L-decision graph deciding Lin), and ifL(n) is k-sensitive,
then no computation path oflength less than k leads to a sink.
(ii) If moreover T is real-time and L{n) critical, then each computation path
of length k examines each input at most once. Consequently, in this case all
paths of length k are computation paths.
LEMMA

Proof: (i) Exactly the définition of fe-sensitivity.
(ii) Assume that there is a computation path p of length k which examines
an input at least twice. Then r (c (p)) ^ k — 1.
Since L(n) is /c-sensitive, there is a word w^.c(p) belonging to L<n). Let q be
the computation path in T corresponding to w. Then p is prefix of q.
Consequently r (c (q)) S n — 1, because T is real-time. Contradiction to
lemma 1. •
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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The conditions c1 and c2 ar e said to be L{n)-equivalent [we write cx~c2
modL(n)]iff
(i) dom c1 = dom c2;
(ii) if wx and w2 are words, if wx^cx and w 2 ^c 2 , and if
wx — c 1 =w 2 —c 2 , then WjeL^

O

w2eL<n).

By définition two conditions are equivalent only if they have the same rank.
3: Let T be any real-time ^L-decision graph computing L(n). Furthermore> let L*n) be 2 k + l-sensitive and critical, where 2fe -f-1 ^n.
IfPi and p2 are computation paths oflength k in T leading to one and the
same node v, then c(px)~c(p2) modL(n).
LEMMA

Proof: (i) Let c1:=c(px% c2:=c(p2). We claim that dom cx = domc 2 .
Define c[ (resp. c2) to be the maximal subcondition of cx (resp. c2) which
is compatible with c2 (resp. Cj).
Then
dom {c1 - ei) = dom (c2 — c2),
dom (ei v c2) = dom(c1 v c2)
and

Furthermore ((c^ v c2)—(ct— c[)) v (c2 — c2) = ci v c2.
Since L(M) is 2/c + l-sensitive, there is a word w^Ci v c2 belonging to L(n).
The property wl^c1 v c ^ C i implies that the path in T traced under wt to
a sink labelled 1 equals px q, where q leads from v to the sink. By lemma
1 pxq examines each input exactly once. Hence c(q) = w1 — ci9 and dom
^ = {1,2, ...,n}-dom(c(tf)).
Let w2:=(w1~(c1— c'x)) v (c2 — c2). Obviously w2 is a word An easy
calculation reveals that w 2 ^ci v c2^c2 as well as w2^.w1 — c1—c(q). Hence
p2q is the path in T traced under w2. Therefore w 2 eL (n) and again p2q
examines each input exactly once. Thus dom c2 = { 1, . . ., n } — dom (c (q)). So
as claimed dom c1=domc2.
(ii) Let wt and w2 be words such that wx^cu w 2 ^c 2 , w1—c1 = w2 — c2,
and wxeLin\ We claim that w2sLin\ Since wx^tcu pxq is the path traced
under wx to a sink labelled 1. Analogously to (i) we get that p2q is the
computation path corresponding to vv2. Hence w 2 eL (n) . •
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In order to formulate the gênerai lower bound for real-time décision graphs
we need some further notations. Let Cl (S) dénote the closure of S with
référence to Cond(Sn). The notation CÏ(S) also refers to Cond(Sn). Let
K<n) s E" be another non-empty subset and g be a cutset of Cl (&n)). We
define:
[c]: = {c'eCond(E71) \c~c'modL(w)},
for any condition c,

1: Let L(n) be 2k + l-sensitive (2k + l<n) and critical. Assume
is nonempty, and Q is a cutset of Cl(l6n)) such that ceQ implies

THEOREM
n)

that &

ïf T is a real-time 1,-decision graph deciding L{n\ then
\KÏn)\

Proof: Let n be the set of all computation paths p of T such that:
— length of p is less than or equal to k;
— c GO e Q;
— c (p') $ Q for each proper prefix p' of p.
By lemma 2 r(c(p)) equals the length of p, for all pen. It is easy to see that
for all p, qen, p^q, c(p) and c (q) are not compatible with each other and
consequently CÏ (c (p)) O CÏ (c (q)) = 0.
Let wBï6n\ pw the unique computation path corresponding to w. Again
by lemma 2, the length of pw is greater than k. Since Q is a cutset of Cl (I6n))
and r(c)Sk for any ceQ, there is a pen such that p is a prefix of pw.
According to définitions each pen is connected to at most m2 (&a\ Q) words
of JK<"> in the above described way. Hence | n \ ^ | &n) \/m2 (K<H\ Q).
Let V be the set of non-sink vertices of 71 We consider the map ®:n-*V
which assigns to each p its terminal node. We claim that:
SIZE(7) = |K|>|image©|>
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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Assume that Ü É F is a vertex such that O " 1 ^ ) is maximal, and p is a
fixed path mapped onto v via ©. Then by lemma 3

Hence

Since { 0 ~1 (v) | v e image 0 } is a partition of n, our claim f ollows.

•

4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR DECISION GRAPHS

Let X={xl9 . . .,x m }, m^2. Assume that <X> is the free group on X
Then each element of < X > can be represented as a word over
X=X\j{xl19
. . ,9x~x}. Given two words w1 and w2 over X, it is wellknown that wt is freely equal to w2, i-e. wx and vv2 define one and the same
element in <X>, iff wl can be transformed into w2 by a finite séquence of
the following rules: (1) replace x ^ " 1 by 1, (2) replace xf xxf by 1, (3) the
inverse of (1), (4) the inverse of (2), where 1 is the empty word (i= 1,2, . . ., m).
The wordproblem of <X> is the following formai language:

If
W*w) « X}) : = W({ X})
then W(n)(< X)) = 0 if n is odd. Hence we assume M to be even.
Aword w is called reduced iff neither rule (1) nor rule (2) can be applied
to w. Obviousiy, each group element of < X} has a unique reduced représentation over X. It is plain that X is a set of reduced words, and P 0 n ) « X » as
well as X* are closed under cyclic permutation.
4: (i) Two reduced words are equal iffthey are freely equal.
(ii) Let ceCondiX"), r(c)^n/Z
Then there is a condition C'TÎC such that:
LEMMA

— if u is a part of c', then the word wu associated with u is freely equal
to 1.
Proofi Easy.

•
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P 0 n ) « X » is (n/2) + 1 - sensitive.

5; W* n ) «X» is critical

Proof: The assertion follows from the trivial observation that
v? 1 v? 2
•*•!!

^12

vfn = 1
'

* * •*!«

A

in <X>, for et= ± 1, implies
xf/=(jcfi. . .xf^ 1 )" 1 (*?ƒ#. • .x^)" 1

in

Throughout the remainder of this section let

for S £ Cond (X").
Define Q,,, * : = { c e Cl (*"); r (c) = Jk}.
LEMMA

6: (i) Tfte sets Q„ * are cutsets of Cl(X").

(ii) ,4ss«me tfcaf n is divisible by 61, and I~3i2 is an integer.

Then

(iii) m2{X»,Qn^) = m»-\
Proof. Claim (i) and (iii) are obvious.
(ii) Let cl9 c2eCl(Xn)i r(c1) = r(c2) = (n/2 l\ c1^c2 such that cx~c2 mod
P 0 n ) « X » . Let /: = dom Cl = domc2. Since both P 0 W ) « X » and X1 are
invariant under cyclic permutations, we can restrict ourselves to the case that
ït is sufficient to show that there is an iel, i>n/3, such that c 1 (0
Suppose that this is not the case. We shall dérive a contradiction. Let
c±=c\d and c2=d2d, where c'l9 c ^ e C o n d ^ 3 ) and rfeCond^^3). Let
w[, w^eX"13 be words such that
Ci è w'v
1

/3

C

2 è w'z

an

d

w2 — c2 = w i — c{.

Let d' e Cond (X " )j d! ^ d be a condition the existence of which is ensured
by lemma 4(ii). Since r(^)S(2/3/) n ^«/3, all parts of d' are associated with
words which are freely equal to 1, and |wi| = n/3, there is a w2eX2n/3 such
that w 2 ^d / and w/1w2 = l in X. The W{n) (<X»-equivalence of cx and c2
implies W2 w2 = 1 in <X>. Then w\ and w2 are freely equal and consequently
equal It follows that c[ — c2. Contradiction to cx^c2.
Q
2: Assume that T is a real-time X-decision graph deciding
, for 12 dividing n and \X\^2.

THEOREM
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Then S I Z E ( T ) ^ | X | f n / 1 2 ^ | X | n / 2 4 5 where t = ln|J
Proof: Applying theorem 1 for
r (")

ix/in) (/

y \~\

Kft")

y

QTIH

We obtain
YÏL

SIZE(7)>

m

n/6

m n "" / 4

= f n B/12 =

/2m)(ln™/ln2»).«/12!

j-J

5. LOWER BOLJNDS FOR BRANCHING PROGRAMS

Let

defined by
x1\-^ 10,

x 2 i->01,

x j " 1 ^ 11,

x^i-^OO.

First we observe that cp can be extended to <p„ : X" -> { 0,1 } 2 " in the straightforward way. Second, we can extend q> to an injective order-preserving map
cp!*: CondCZ 1 ) -• Cond({ 0,1 }2) simply by setting (p!*(Ô) =Ô.
We know from section 2 that Cond(JX") is isomorphic to
C o n d C X ^ x . . . (B) . . . xCondCX 1 ), and Cond({0,1 }2w) is isomorphic to
Cond({0 s 1 }2) x . . . ( n ) . . . xCond({0,1 }2). We define the order-preserving
injection <p„,: Cond(^") ->Cond({0 s l} 2 ") to be (cp^, . . .,<pi»)- It is obvious
that r (cp„* (c)) = 2 r(c). We remark that <p„* restricted to X" is identical to (pM.
LEMMA 7: Assume that c and c' belong to the closure of X* in Cond(JX"),
Ie. to C1(X"). Then cpn*(c A c') = cpn*(c) A q>*.(c').

Proof: Notice that the Hamming-distance of tpCxJ and (p(x2) is equal to
2. This implies that
<P!,(d A dO = q>1.(d) A q>!.(dO

for

d ^ ' e l U {0} ç

It is known that an isomorphism of partially ordered sets respects least
upper bounds as well as greatest lower bounds. Let

c^c1c1.

. .c„,

d = c\cf2. . .c'n

where

c/

for Ï = 1, . . . , n . Then
C A C'-CC! A C\){C2 A Ci). . .(C„ A < ) .
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Consequently
<p„.(c A c') = <Pi*(<a

A

c;)(pi*(c 2 A c'2). . .q>!.(c„ A O
= <pB.(c) A <p«*(O-

D

We define/ 2ïI : = ï0" ) «X».<p^ 1 . (Remember, that we identify a formai
language with its characteristic function.)
LEMMA

8: The Boolean function f2 „, for even n, is (n/2) + 1 sensitive and

critical.
Proof: Immédiate conséquence of lemma 4 and 5, resp. •
Throughout the remainder of this section let Cli(A) dénote the closure of
A in Cond{X"), whereas let Cl2 (B) dénote the closure of B in Cond ({ 0,1 } 2 ").
In section 4 we considered the subsets

of Cond(X"). Now we are interested in cutsets of the closure of q>„*CX") in
Cond({0,1 }2n). Clearly, the sets <prt*(o„,fc) do not have this property. Define

K u : = Cl2 (<Pn* (Q.. *)) - Cl2 (cpn. (Q,,,
9: (i) The sets Rn k are cutsets ofC\2{l62n)).
(ii) /ƒ6/ divides n, for an integer / ^ 2 , then

LEMMA

(iii)
Proof: It follows from the définition of Rn k that if deRn>k then there is a
ceQ„ k such that rf^(prt*(c). We show first, that this condition c is uniquely
determined. If c> c'eQn k such that rfgq>n*(c), and d^cp^^ 7 ), then
A

c')

by lemma 8. Since

Hence c = c'. Notation: (x (d): = c.
It is plain that, for d, d'eRntk with dom d = dom d\ \i(d) = \L{à!) implies
d=d'.
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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(i) Obvious.
(ii) We shall show that if d ~ d' mod f2 „, for d, d' e Rny ttf21 then \i (d) ~ \i (d')
Let d~d1d2, . .dn, and d' = d\d2. . ,d'n where, for i = l , . . ,,n, ^ and dbelong to Cond ({ 0,1 }2). Then there are w, w' e { 0,1 } 2n such that:

Let w = wtw2. . . wn, and w' = wi w'2. . . w^ where wf, w- e { 0,1 } 2 . Obviously,
then Wj^dj, and wf^dj, for i = l , . . .,n. Set / : = {î|r(d() = r ( d î ) = l , d ^ d î } .
Assume that 7 ^ 0 . Then, for any iel, y'1 (wi)eZ(since w>(p„*(n(d))), and
<p"1(wJ)eA""1. But this implies cp^1 (w)#(pn"1(w/)modiVï::> where iV,, is the
normal closure of the element xlx21 in <-Y>. Contradiction to w = v/ = l in
Hence we have proved: Ifr(^) = r(d-) = 1> then d~d[. The fact that
\i(d') mod P 0 n ) « X » follows from the définition of P^
équivalence and f2 „-équivalence. Consequently,
m1 (f2 „, Rn,n(2d£mx

( P 0 > « X » , o»,„/2 «

But m 1 ( P 0 n ) « X » , e „ , „ / 2 ^ 2 ^ 3 ' by lemma 6.
(iii) Let deRntk.

3: Assume that T is a reaUtime branching program computing ƒ„,
for 24 dividing n.
ThenSlZE(T)^2n/4S.
THEOREM

Proof: Immédiate conséquence of theorem 1 and lemma 9.

•
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